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Villon fled, and was sentenced to banishmentâ€”a sentence which was remitted in January by a pardon from King
Charles VII after he received the second of two petitions which made the claim that Sermoise had forgiven Villon before
he died.

In his intensely personal, forthright verse, sordidly realistic yet devout, Villon was the greatest poet of
medieval France. Joan of Arc was burned at the stake the year he was born, and for the first five years of his
life, Paris was in the hands of the English conquerors, while the ineffectual Charles VII nominally ruled the
unoccupied part of France. In , there was the coldest winter in memory, followed in by a famine, which was
succeeded in by an epidemic of smallpox that claimed some fifty thousand victims. Starving wolves invaded
Paris and preyed upon children and the weak. It was a grim, harsh era, and as a child, Villon must have seen
violence and famine and been surrounded by death. When he was about twelve, Villon was enrolled at the
University of Paris, from which he was graduated in March, , as a bachelor of arts. He was tonsured and
received minor holy orders, affording him some protection from the policeâ€”which he needed, as he was
involved in student escapades that were typical of the medieval conflict between town and gown, including
stealing boundary stones and house signs that were then carried off to the student quarter, which in turn was
raided by the police. Despite his peccadilloes, Villon received a master of arts degree in August of Among his
cronies, who are featured in his poems, were Colin des Cayeulx, described by the authorities as a thief and
picklock, and Regnier de Montigny, a thief, murderer, and church robber. Both of them were hanged, and
Villon wrote their epitaphs. Bleeding copiously, Villon drew his own dagger and stabbed Chermoye in the
groin; when Chermoye still attempted to injure him, Villon threw a rock that struck him in the face. After
having his wound dressed, Villon fled from the city. According to one account, Chermoye on his deathbed
confessed that he had started the fight and forgave Villon. There, he fell in love with Katherine de Vausselles,
who may have been a kinswoman of a colleague of Guillaume de Villon. Heartsick and purse poor, Villon
resolved to leave Paris at the end of and wrote for the occasion his first important work of poetry, Le Lais ;
The Legacy, , also known as Le Petit Testament, The Little Testament , in which he bids an ironic farewell to
his friends and mockingly bequeaths them his worldly goods. Before departing, he and four of his Coquillard
cronies, probably on Christmas Eve, climbed over the wall into the College of Navarre, broke into the sacristy,
and stole five hundred gold crowns from the faculty of theology. With his one-fifth share, Villon left the city,
going first to Angers and thence wandering for the next four and a half years. In the meantime, Guy Tabarie
boasted of the crime, was arrested and tortured, and confessed the details. Hiding near Paris, during the winter
of , Villon wrote his major work, aside from some of the ballades, Le Grand Testament ; The Great Testament,
, which follows the form of the earlier The Legacy but has far more depth and texture and which also
incorporates a number of ballades, chansons, and rondeaux. Back in Paris itself, he was arrested in November,
, for petty theft; before he was released, the authorities made him sign a bond promising to repay the money
that was stolen from the College of Navarre. Yet once more Villon cheated the gallows. The entire section is
3, words.
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We were one --My life --The four-liner Villon wrote when he was sentenced to be hanged --Epitaph --Life with Margot
--Hulmiere --Love --Death takes all --Women of the past --Men of the past. Responsibility.

In his own work, however, Villon is the only name the poet used, and he mentions it frequently in his work.
His two collections of poems, especially " Le Testament " also known as "Le grand testament" , have
traditionally been read as if they were autobiographical. Other details of his life are known from court or other
civil documents. From what the poems tell us, it appears that Villon was born in poverty and raised by a foster
father, but that his mother was still living when her son was thirty years old. Student life Villon became a
student in arts, perhaps at about twelve years of age. Between this year and , nothing is known of his activities.
A scuffle broke out, daggers were drawn and Sermaise, who is accused of having threatened and attacked
Villon and drawn the first blood, not only received a dagger-thrust in return, but a blow from a stone, which
struck him down. He died of his wounds. Villon fled, and was sentenced to banishment â€” a sentence which
was remitted in January by a pardon from King Charles VII after he received the second of two petitions
which made the claim that Sermoise had forgiven Villon before he died. Villon was involved in the robbery
and many scholars believe that he fled from Paris soon afterward and that this is when he composed what is
now known as the Petit Testament "The Smaller Testament" or Lais "Legacy" or "Bequests". The robbery was
not discovered until March of the next year, and it was not until May that the police came on the track of a
gang of student-robbers, owing to the indiscretion of one of them, Guy Tabarie. Villon, for either this or
another crime, was sentenced to banishment; he did not attempt to return to Paris. For four years, he was a
wanderer. He may have been, as his friends Regnier de Montigny and Colin des Cayeux were, a member of a
wandering gang of thieves. Villon may have been released as part of a general jail-delivery at the accession of
King Louis XI and became a free man again on 2 October In default of evidence, the old charge of burgling
the college of Navarre was revived, and no royal pardon arrived to counter the demand for restitution. Bail
was accepted; however, Villon fell promptly into a street quarrel. Rabelais retells two stories about him which
are usually dismissed as without any basis in fact. Anthony Bonner speculated the poet, as he left Paris, was
"broken in health and spirit. He might have died on a mat of straw in some cheap tavern, or in a cold, dank
cell; or in a fight in some dark street with another French coquillard; or perhaps, as he always feared, on a
gallows in a little town in France. We will probably never know. Kungliga biblioteket in Stockholm, Sweden.
Villon was a great innovator in terms of the themes of poetry and, through these themes, a great renovator of
the forms. Le Testament Main article: Le Testament In , at the age of thirty, Villon composed the longer work
which came to be known as Le grand testament â€” Other fine translations include one by Anthony Bonner,
published in , and another by John Herron Lepper, from Where are the snows of yesteryear? The refrain
"Where are the snows of yester-year? Translations of three Villon poems were made in by Dante Gabriel
Rossetti. Klaus Kinski, the German actor, was an admirer of Villion and performed his work many times.
There are recordings of Kinski reciting Villon on cd and vinyl. In , a printed volume of his poems was
published by Pierre Levet. This edition was almost immediately followed by several others. Some of the lyrics
Brecht wrote for "Threepenny Opera" are translations or paraphrases of poems by Villon. Villon was an
influence on American musician Bob Dylan. French black metal band Peste Noire adapted the song into a
black metal version entitled "Ballade cuntre les anemis de la France" for their album, Ballade cuntre lo anemi
Francor. Pound composed the original score in London between and , with the help of pianist Agnes Bedford.
It then underwent a succession of revisions to better document the rhythmic relationships between words and
music. These included a concert version for the Salle Pleyel in Paris in , a rhythmically complicated score
edited by George Antheil in , a hybrid version of these earlier scores for broadcast by the BBC in , and a final
version, fully edited by Pound, in Though largely fictitious there is no evidence Villon and Louis even met ,
this proved to be a long-running success for the actor Sir George Alexander and a perennial on stage and
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screen for the next several decades. In a short story by Robert Louis Stevenson , "A Lodging for the Night",
Francis Villon anglicized spelling , searching for shelter on a freezing winter night, knocks randomly at the
door of an old nobleman. Invited in, they talk long into the night. Villon openly admits to being a thief and a
scoundrel, but argues that the chivalric values upheld by the old man are no better. The story appears in the
collection New Arabian Nights The setting is occupation period Japan. If I Were King was filmed as a
straight drama twice: Though not officially based on the McCarthy play, it draws on the same fictitious
notions of relations between Villon and Louis. In a episode of Bonanza entitled "The Frenchman", the title
character believes he is the reincarnation of Villon. In 15th-century French, however, the els were pronounced,
so her pronunciation was not incorrect. The ink from the inkwell creates a "portable black hole" through which
items can be passed when it is poured on a solid surface. Other In the role-playing game , Vampire: Il fut un
voyou: He left only the memory of an outlaw behind him for posterity. This poet came to know the forces of
Justice, and thus is so similar to our more recent idols Sade, Baudelaire and Verlaine. Like Rimbaud, he was a
hoodlum. Pierre Seghers, 1er avril vieux style ou 19 avril nouveau style: Bantam, , p. Here, lay readers, and
frequently even scholars find themselves at a loss. Writing primarily for a small circle of acquaintances, Villon
enjoyed making private jokes that only his immediate audience would be able to understand and appreciate.
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Villon wrote the famous Ballad of a Hanged Man while awaiting execution in (the sentence was later commuted to
banishment). Among his other major works are Le Petit Testament (), a satirical will in verse, and Le GrandTestament (),
in part a lament for lost youth.

His academic success allowed Villon to enter the university and obtain both a bachelor and masters degree ,
though he seemed to spend more time enjoying the liberal freedoms that students were allowed at the time.
Possibly because of poverty, Villon seemed to be drawn toward the sordid element - thieves, defrocked priests
and revolutionary student groups. Villon found them in the seedy taverns where he frequently caroused. He
engaged in a short romantic affair with a young lady and later received a humiliating thrashing because of it.
Villon became bitter toward the rich and was driven deeper into his involvement with the criminal contingent.
In June Villon fatally wounded a priest who had entered a tavern denying God and began quarreling with
Villon and his drinking companions. Villon was banished from Paris for the crime. Villon was allowed to
return to Paris in after being pardoned for the killing on grounds of self defense. The next year Villon was
banished again for stealing from the College of Navarre with his criminal compatriots who had formed
Coquille, something akin to a small Mafia. At the same time, Villon continued writing poetry that became
popular among his criminal friends because of its use of their lingo and its attacks on many well known people
and institutions. From this point, Villon lived a vagabond existence of petty theft while wandering through the
pleasant French countryside. He returned to his benefactor the Duke in As usual, his freedom did not last
long. He was imprisoned for a minor crime and yet again pardoned a few months later when the newly
crowned King passed through the town where he was imprisoned. Villon returned to Paris where he was
arrested several more times for theft and brawling, but was soon released by virtue of some fortunate
circumstance. His luck finally ran out when he was arrested for fighting and sentenced to the gallows. While
awaiting the noose, Villon composed a brilliant poem about his own execution and the injustice of man.
However, a last minute appeal to Parliament got his sentenced reduced to 10 years banishment from Paris in
He was never heard from again. He was 34 years old. His poetry continued to gain popularity in Paris and
throughout France where it went into seven printings. Between times in prison he produced volumes of what
are still considered by many to be the finest French lyric verse ever written. The "Testaments" are mock or
imaginary wills in which bequests are made alternately with compassion and with irony. For example, to the
Holy Trinity, Villon leaves his soul; to the earth, his body; to a Parisian, Denis, some stolen wine; to a
madman, his glasses; to a lover, all the women he wants. Francois Villon did not leave a large literary legacy
only about lines. The Poems and Quotes on this site are the property of their respective authors. All
information has been reproduced here for educational and informational purposes.
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But Villon then took to crime yet again, charged with affray, and sentenced to be hanged. The last time Villon was
recorded as being alive was in , shortly after he had had his death sentence commuted to exile.

His critique of the establishment, coupled with a personal life outside the bounds of law and social cohesion,
has contributed in both good and bad ways to how art and social responsibility have been approached in times
hence. Often the artist has some leeway to critique the excesses and corruption of established power, but this
should not lead necessarily to anti-social or criminal lifestyles that are often so romanticized among creative
communities. Villon was born in in Paris. Much of his biography is derived from his Testaments, which
appear to be autobiographical in nature, although even this has been disputed. His frequent collisions with the
law, however, have left some definite records. It appears that Villon was born of poor folk, that his father died
in his youth, and that his mother, for whom he wrote one of his most famous ballads, was alive when her son
was thirty years old. The name Villon appears to have been common slang in fifteenth-century French for
"cheat" or "rascal," although this is not entirely clear. It is most certainly clear that Villon was a person of
rather loose morals, and that he continued, throughout his recorded life, the reckless way of living common
among the wilder youth of the University of Paris. The poet became a student in arts at the University, no
doubt early, perhaps at about twelve years of age, and took the degree of bachelor in and that of master in
Between and nothing positive is known about him, although he appears to have stayed clear of entanglements
with the law. In the company of a priest named Giles and a girl named Isabeau, he met, in the rue
Saint-Jacques, a certain Breton, Jean le Hardi, a master of arts, who was also with a priest, Philippe Sermaise.
A scuffle ensued; daggers were drawn; and Sermaise, who is accused of having threatened and attacked
Villon, drawing first blood, not only received a dagger-thrust in return, but a blow from a stone which
knocked him unconscious. Sermaise died from his wounds. Villon fled and was sentenced to banishmentâ€”a
sentence which was remitted in January The formal pardon is extant, oddly enough, in two different
documents, one of which names the culprit as "Francois des Loges, autrement dit Villon" "Francois des Loges,
otherwise called Villon". In the other he is called "Francois de Montcorbier. By the end of , Villon was once
again in trouble. He began getting into frequent brawls over a number of women. In the second of these,
Villon was embroiled in a scuffle that left him so severely beaten that he fled to Angers afterwards. It was
before leaving Paris that he composed what is now known as the Petit testament or Lais, which shows little of
the profound bitterness and regret for wasted life that can be found in its greater successor, the Grand
testament. Villon would soon find himself in even more difficulties shortly after these brawls. The robbery
was not discovered till March , and it was not until May that the police identified the gang of student-robbers.
A year more passed, when one of the gang members, after being arrested, accused Villon, who was then
absent from Paris, of being the ring-leader, and of having gone to Angers to arrange for similar burglaries
there. Villon, for this or some other crime, was sentenced to banishment. He would never attempt to return to
Paris. For four years he was a wanderer. He may have been a member of a wandering gang of thieves, as his
criminally documented friends Regnier de Montigny and Colin des Cayeux certainly were. He had also
something to do with another prince, Jean of Bourbon, and there is evidence that he visited Poitou, Dauphine,
and elsewhere. In the summer of the poet found himself in the prison of Meung-sur-Loire. Villon owed his
release to a general amnesty at the accession of King Louis XI and he became a free man again on the October
2, In , at the age of only thirty years old, Villon wrote the Grand testament, the work which has immortalized
him. In the autumn of he had fled to the cloisters of Saint-Benoit to escape the authorities, and in November he
was in prison once again for theft. The old charge of stealing from the College of Navarre was revived, and
even a royal pardon did not bar the demand for restitution. Bail was accepted, however, Villon fell promptly
into a street quarrel, was arrested, tortured and condemned to be hanged, but the sentence was commuted to
banishment. Works Villon was a great innovator in developing new themes of poetry and, through these
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themes, a great renovator of the forms. He understood perfectly the medieval ethos, but he often chose to write
against the grain of the medieval ideals of chivalry and courtly love, reversing the values of his times by
writing poetry celebrating the lowlifes destined for the gallows. His poetry is notable for its wonderful
comedic streakâ€”Villon was one of the first truly notable poets to integrate jokes and bawdy humor
effortlessly into the higher poetic forms. The verses of the Grand Testament , in particular, are notably grim.
The poem is framed as a story told by an imprisoned thief about to be sent to his execution. He is easily one of
the most influential poets in the French language, and his influence extends to a number other poets of the
medieval and Renaissance periods. It would, however, be some time after his death before Villon would truly
become recognized by poets and critics universally as a major figure in French literature. Nonetheless, nearly
six-hundred years after his death, Villon remains surprisingly popular, both for his poetry, and for the legend
that continues to surround him. University of Toronto Press, Credits New World Encyclopedia writers and
editors rewrote and completed the Wikipedia article in accordance with New World Encyclopedia standards.
This article abides by terms of the Creative Commons CC-by-sa 3. Credit is due under the terms of this license
that can reference both the New World Encyclopedia contributors and the selfless volunteer contributors of the
Wikimedia Foundation. To cite this article click here for a list of acceptable citing formats. The history of
earlier contributions by wikipedians is accessible to researchers here:
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The Epitaphe Villon or Ballade des pendus was probably composed in when Villon was sentenced to be hanged. It was
after his release from prison on this occasion that Villon was banished from Paris.

Echo, speaking when one makes noise Over river or on pond, Who had a beauty too much more than human?
Oh, where are the snows of yesteryear! A loose but lively translation into English of selected poems was made
by Stephen Rodefer in , under the pen name Jean Calais. Translations based on this old text therefore miss out
on the last 80 years of Villon scholarship. In , a printed volume of his poems was published by Pierre Levet.
This edition was almost immediately followed by several others. Though largely fictitious there is no evidence
Villon and Louis even met , this proved to be a long-running success for the actor Sir George Alexander and a
perennial on stage and screen for the next several decades. Though not officially based on the McCarthy play,
it draws on the same fictitious notions of relations between Villon and Louis. Some of the lyrics Brecht wrote
for "Threepenny Opera" are translations or paraphrases of poems by Villon. The opera was first composed by
the poet in London, â€”, with the help of pianist Agnes Bedford. It underwent many revisions to better notate
the rhythmic relationships between words and music. These included a concert version for the Salle Pleyel in
Paris in , a rhythmically complicated score edited by George Antheil in , a hybrid version of these earlier
scores for broadcast by the BBC in , and a final version fully edited by Pound in In a short story by Robert
Louis Stevenson , A lodging for the night, Francis Villon anglicized spelling , searching for shelter on a
freezing winter night, knocks randomly at the door of an old nobleman. Invited in, they talk long into the
night. Villon openly admits to being a thief and a scoundrel, but argues that the chivalric values upheld by the
old man are no better. The story appears in the collection New Arabian Nights The setting is occupation
period Japan. French black metal band Peste Noire adapted the song into a black metal version entitled
"Ballade cuntre les anemis de la France" for their album, "Ballade cuntre lo anemi Francor". In the
role-playing game , Vampire: The ink from the inkwell creates a black hole through which items can be passed
when it is poured on a solid surface, sort of like a portable hole. University Press of New England ,
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Explanation of Francois Villon. In he was condemned for brawling and sentenced him to be hanged. While awaiting
death Villon wrote his Ballade of the Hanged.

He is perhaps best known for his Testaments and his Ballade des Pendus, written while in prison. Villon was
born in , almost certainly in Paris. The singular poems called Testaments, which form his chief if not his only
certain work, are largely autobiographical. It appears that he was born in poverty and that his father died in his
youth, but that his mother was still living when her son was thirty years old. The name "Villon" was stated by
the sixteenth-century historian Claude Fauchet to be merely a common noun, signifying "cheat" or "rascal,"
but this seems to be a mistake. It is, however, certain that Villon was a person of loose life, and that he
continued, throughout his recorded life, a reckless way of living common among the wilder youth of the
University of Paris. Villon became a student in arts, perhaps at about twelve years of age. Between this year
and , nothing is known of his activities. A scuffle broke out, daggers were drawn and Sermaise, who is
accused of having threatened and attacked Villon and drawn the first blood, not only received a dagger-thrust
in return, but a blow from a stone, which struck him down. He died of his wounds. Villon fled, and was
sentenced to banishment â€” a sentence which was remitted in January by a pardon from King Charles VII
after he received the second of two petitions which made the claim that Sermaise had forgiven Villon before
he died. By the end of , he was again in trouble. In his first brawl, "la femme Isabeau" is only generally
named, and it is impossible to say whether she had anything to do with the quarrel. In the second, Catherine de
Vaucelles, whom he mentioned several times in his poems, was the declared cause of a scuffle in which Villon
was so severely beaten that, to escape ridicule, he fled to Angers, where he had an uncle who was a monk. The
robbery was not discovered until March of the next year, and it was not until May that the police came on the
track of a gang of student-robbers, owing to the indiscretion of one of them, Guy Tabarie. Villon, for either
this or another crime, was sentenced to banishment; he did not attempt to return to Paris. For four years, he
was a wanderer. He may have been, as his friends Regnier de Montigny and Colin des Cayeux were, a
member of a wandering gang of thieves. Villon may have been homosexual. Villon owed his release to a
general jail-delivery at the accession of King Louis XI and became a free man again on 2 October In , he
wrote his most famous work, the Grand Testament. In default of evidence, the old charge of the college of
Navarre was revived, and even a royal pardon did not bar the demand for restitution. Bail was accepted;
however, Villon fell promptly into a street quarrel. Works Villon was a great innovator in terms of the themes
of poetry and, through these themes, a great renovator of the forms. In , at the age of thirty, Villon began to
compose the works which he named Le grand testament â€” The verses of the Grand testament are marked by
the immediate prospect of death by hanging and frequently describe other forms of misery and death. It mixes
reflections on the passing of time, bitter derision, invective, and religious fervor. This mixed tone of tragic
sincerity stands in contrast to the other poets of the time. Oh, where are the snows of yesteryear! A particularly
lively translation into English of selected poems was made by Stephen Rodefer in , under the pen name Jean
Calais. Roger Dragonetti makes a similar claim. Though largely fictitious there is no evidence Villon and
Louis even met , this proved to be a long-running success for the actor Sir George Alexander and a perennial
on stage and screen for the next several decades. Though not officially based on the McCarthy play, it draws
on the same fictitious notions of relations between Villon and Louis. Some of the lyrics Brecht wrote for
"Threepenny Opera" are translations or paraphrases of poems by Villon. The opera was first composed by the
poet in London, â€”, with the help of pianist Agnes Bedford. It underwent many revisions to better notate the
rhythmic relationships between words and music. These included a concert version for the Salle Pleyel in
Paris in , a rhythmically complicated score edited by George Antheil in , a hybrid version of these earlier
scores for broadcast by the BBC in , and a final version fully edited by Pound in In a short story by Robert
Louis Stevenson, A lodging for the night, Francis Villon anglicized spelling , searching for shelter on a
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freezing winter night, knocks randomly at the door of an old nobleman. Invited in, they talk long into the
night. Villon openly admits to being a thief and a scoundrel, but argues that the chivalric values upheld by the
old man are no better. The story appears in the collection New Arabian Nights The setting is occupation
period Japan. French black metal band Peste Noire adapted the song into a black metal version entitled
"Ballade cuntre les anemis de la France" for their album, "Ballade cuntre lo anemi Francor". In the
role-playing game, Vampire: The ink from the inkwell creates a black hole through which items can be passed
when it is poured on a solid surface, sort of like a portable hole. It is, perhaps, the most powerful moment in
the novel.
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Villon, for either this or another crime, was sentenced to banishment; he did not attempt to return to Paris. For four
years, he was a wanderer. He may have been, as his friends Regnier de Montigny and Colin des Cayeux were, a
member of a wandering gang of thieves.

Villon was born in Paris in in poverty. He lost his father at a young age, but his mother lived until he was at
least thirty. Villon led a reckless life, with many encounters with the law. Villon killed a man in a scuffle, but
it was determined a case of self-defense, and he was forgiven. In this poem Villon asks of the fate of many
celebrated women. This poem is written in French, and appears like this: One translation of this piece appears
like this: O Brother men who live, though we are gone, Let not your hearts be hardened at the view, For if you
pity us you gaze upon, God is more like to show you mercy too. A second translation appears this way: If you
could pity us instead, then God may sooner pity you. I prefer the latter translation. Villon is apparently
speaking to the spectators of a hanging. I do not necessarily believe that Villon is the person being hanged
here, but I think he is warning those survivors. In this translation I think he is telling those people to not hate
the one who was hanged, for this will serve no purpose. You will gain nothing for going against the criminal,
but forgiving him will help you. You must forgive to be forgiven. This is what I think this is trying to tell us. It
is probably not coincidence that Villon wrote about this, when he has had encounters with this subject in his
past. When Sermaise died as a result of wounds that Villon inflicted him with during a scuffle, he forgave
Villon. Villon is almost preaching this deed that Sermaise did him, which granted him a pardon from the
banishment that he was given as punishment. Villon, not a model citizen himself, wants others to recognize
the power of this forgiveness that he was granted, and pass it on. I offer a bit of irony to you, the reader, as
Villon was condemned to be hanged.
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FranÃ§ois Villon, pseudonym of FranÃ§ois de Montcorbier or FranÃ§ois des Loges, (born , Parisâ€”died after ), one of
the greatest French lyric blog.quintoapp.com was known for his life of criminal excess, spending much time in prison or
in banishment from medieval Paris.

His work is remarkable for its rare inspiration and sincerity. English soldiers still occupied Paris. It was an era
of social troubles and manifold evils, partly accounting for the vast output of mediocre literature aimed at
general edification and filled with lugubrious didacticism. One mystery play popular in France at the time
contains 60, lines, but the two literary highlights of the period are short: From this time on, most information
about Villon derives from documents of the University of Paris, the prefecture of police, and his own poems.
His studies continued, however, and he received the licentiate and the degree of master of arts later in In
short, Villon was a well-educated man, and incidental allusions in his works show considerable knowledge.
Later in the year Villon completed his Lais. About Christmas, , Villon participated in a burglary at the College
of Navarre. He fled to Angers, and then he wandered for more than 4 years. He appealed the decision, and
Parliament by an edict on Jan. After that date nothing is known of him. Some see in him an innocent victim of
unhealthy company, and others represent him as a sad example of genuine criminality. Also, the extreme
imbalance in the distribution of wealth at that time could well have contributed to the instincts of revolt in a
bright and passionate young man with empty pockets. Modern as his esthetic appeal is, Villon is intensely
medieval. His poetic forms are standard fixed medieval patterns, his learning and subject matter belong to his
century, and his personal devotion is that of the whole medieval period. In spite of his satire and grotesque
humor, he is not gay. Villon stands apart in that he is one of the few major poets before the 18th century who
did not enjoy, or endure, patronage. His poetry is totally personal; with never a thought of his public, or indeed
any public, he speaks only for himself. The Lais The Lais Legacy , often called the Petit testament, consists of
octosyllabic lines evenly divided into 40 stanzas of 8 lines each. In the first line Villon gives the date of
composition , and in the second, following a medieval custom, he identifies himself as the author. Like his
other works, this poem is highly personal and furnishes some clues to his associates and whereabouts. About
to flee to Angers at the time of its composition, the poet bequeaths what he has to those who remain in Paris.
To his foster father he leaves his fame; to the cruel and disdainful Catherine de Vaucelles he leaves his heart;
and to various others at all levels of society he leaves abstractions and trivialities, the legatees forming a sort
of cortege of 15th-century society. Passages of the poem are variously realistic, satirical, lyrical, cruel, and
farcical. Throughout the Lais the sublime and the grotesque stand in juxtaposition, a literary technique revived
during the romantic period. The Grand testament Although written only 5 years later, the Grand testament is
vastly more mature than the Lais. Here the central theme of the will serves only as mere framework, for
intermixed in the text of more than 2, lines are 16 ballades, 2 rondeaux, a song, and a regret. Certain themes
recur throughout: But even his melancholy passages and despairing accents are interrupted by pleasantries and
clowning touches, which by contrast make them even more stark. But where are they now? Where are the
snows of yesteryear? A parallel ballade on great men of the past asks: Another celebrated poem is the one that
Villon wrote at the request of his mother to contain her prayer to Our Lady. It is one of the finest flowers, and
perhaps the last, of medieval religious poetry. Villon frequently calls upon the Virgin, his only refuge, and he
often repents his sins, but his repentance is always without any effort of substantiation. In this group is his
"Epitaph, " a ballade in which he pictures himself and a few companions as hanged. He asks his human
brothers who survive not to laugh at the bodies they see hanging from the gibbets but to pray for them. The
decomposition of the corpses is depicted in ghastly naturalistic detail. It is generally supposed that this ballade
was written in after Villon had been condemned to hang. With its accent of despair and its rare quality of
human sympathy, this ballade is perhaps the finest lyric poem in medieval French literature. Major studies of
Villon are in French. The most comprehensive book in English is D.
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A wanted man, Villon stayed on the run, going at one time to the court of Blois, where he associated with the courtly
poet Charles d'OrlÃ©ans, to whose daughter Marie he wrote a poetic epistle.

The register of the faculty of arts of the University of Paris records that in March Villon received the degree of
bachelor, and in Mayâ€”August , that of master. He was banished from the city but, in January , won a royal
pardon. To his barber he leaves the clippings from his hair; to three well-known local usurers, some small
change; to the clerk of criminal justice , his sword which was in pawn. After leaving Paris, he probably went
for a while to Angers. At some later time, Villon is known to have been in Bourges and in the Bourbonnais,
where he possibly stayed at Moulins. But throughout the summer of he was once more in prison. He was not
released until October 2, when the prisons were emptied because King Louis XI was passing through. It
contains 2, octosyllabic lines in huitains eight-line stanzas. These huitains are interspersed with a number of
fixed-form poems, chiefly ballades usually poems of three line stanzas, plus an envoi of between 4 and 7 lines
and chansons songs written in a variety of metres and with varied verse patterns , some of which he had
composed earlier. In Le Testament Villon reviews his life and expresses his horror of sickness, prison, old age
, and his fear of death. It is from this work especially that his poignant regret for his wasted youth and
squandered talent is known. He was freed on November 7 but was in prison the following year for his part in a
brawl in the rue de la Parcheminerie. He also made an appeal to the Parlement , however, and on January 5, ,
his sentence was commuted to banishment from Paris for 10 years. He was never heard from again. While it is
true that his poetry makes a direct unsentimental appeal to our emotions, it is also true that it displays a
remarkable control of rhyme and reveals a disciplined composition that suggests a deep concern with form,
and not just random inspiration. Even the arrangement of stanzas in the poem seems to follow a determined
order, difficult to determine, but certainly not the result of happy accident. David Kuhn has examined the way
most texts were made to yield literal, allegorical, moral , and spiritual meanings, following a type of biblical
exegesis prevalent in that theocentric age. He has discovered in Le Testament a numerical pattern according to
which Villon distributed the stanzas. If his analysis is correct, then it would seem Le Testament is a poem of
cosmic significance, to be interpreted on many levels. That Villon was a man of culture familiar with the
traditional forms of poetry and possessing an acute sense of the past is evident from the poems themselves.
However farfetched some of these insights into Villon may appear to be, it is not surprising that the
poetâ€”given the historical context of learningâ€”should inform his own work with depth of thought, meaning,
and significance. Still, it is a wonder that any of his poetry should have survived, and there exist about 3, lines,
the greater part published as early as by the Parisian bookseller Pierre Levet , whose edition served as the basis
for some 20 more in the next century. Apart from the works mentioned, there are also 12 single ballades and
rondeaux basically line poems with a sophisticated double rhyme pattern , another 4 of doubtful authenticity,
and 7 ballades in jargon and jobelinâ€”the slang of the day. Neither is credible, nor is it known when or where
Villon died. He speaks, with marvelous directness, of love and death, reveals a deep compassion for all
suffering humanity, and tells unforgettably of regret for the wasted past.
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